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QUESTION 1

Senior Managers need to see total and regional sales figures, but Regional Managers should see relevant figures for
only their regions. Where can the developer specify the degree of detail to be included? 

A. Ina manual level 

B. In a cube group 

C. In the PowerCube 

D. In a scenario dimension 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What can be done to show how many retailers of each type bought a specific product each month, quarter, or year? 

A. Create a calculated measure with a Time state rollup. 

B. Specify an allocated measure as the Activity Measure. 

C. Create a calculated column. 

D. Define a measure that counts categories. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What does a unique move ensure when applied to a level in a dimension map? 

A. The measure values are not rolled up to the new path of the moved categories. 

B. The category can bemoved to another level. 

C. The developer must manually restructure the categories in the dimension. 

D. The category moved within the level has its data history moved with it. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

When the model contains two data sources that provide date values, how can the developer avoid ambiguity
whenTransformer sets the current time period? 

A. Disable the data source\\'s ability to set the current time period. 



B. Assign the current date (obtained from the system clock) as the current period. 

C. Let Transformer assign the date closest to the model\\'screation date as the current period. 

D. Enter the initial current period and adjust it to match the system date and time. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What should a developer do if some levels appear red after validating the model using Show Scope? 

A. Ensure thelevel exists in the data source. 

B. Specify a valid relationship between the level and the data source. 

C. Re-attach the categories in the Dimension Diagram. 

D. Apply unique move to the level and regenerate the categories. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What can be created if the financial analyst wants to look at the data by fiscal year, while the senior manager wants to
analyze the data by calendar year? 

A. An alternate hierarchy in the time dimension. 

B. A subdimension in the time dimension. 

C. A special category. 

D. A calculated category. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

In Transformer, how can a developer restrict access to an entire PowerCube from authorized users? 

A. Apply cube-based security. 

B. Set member-based security. 

C. Apply namespace-level security. 

D. Set package-based security. 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 8

Which option decreases cube size by removing data from the cube? 

A. Suppress 

B. Summarize 

C. Apex 

D. Cloak 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Where are the log files accessed to troubleshoot issues? 

A. In the Content store. 

B. In the Binfolder in the installation directory. 

C. In the path set in Transformer preferences. 

D. In the Temp directory. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What can be done if a regular time dimension is added to a model, and the levels Year, Quarter,and Month are not
automatically generated? 

A. Set the date input format for the time dimension. 

B. Set the data class of the source category to Date. 

C. Change the numeric time sequence for each level. 

D. Create a non-standard time dimension with thenew levels. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A developer added a manuallevel in the time dimension. During category generation, the developer gets a warning that
Transformer is not able to relate the categories to the parent levels. What must be done to ensure Transformer relates
the categories correctly? 



A. Specify a date function for each level. 

B. Specify date input format. 

C. Specify an Invalid Dates category. 

D. Specify a time-state rollup. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

What does unique mean when applied to a level in a dimension map? 

A. The level is designated as a convergence level. 

B. The level must be the bottom level of the dimension. 

C. No two categories in the level can be derived from the same source value. 

D. The data history does not move with the categories as they move in the level. 

Correct Answer: C 
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